














Only those who are rostered to a team competing in this event will be allowed in and out of
the team check-in doors. (DOOR 6)
All Spectators enter and exit the main doors. (DOOR 1)
To help the flow of traffic in and out of the performance area, please follow the signs and
respect the security staff directing traffic. This is necessary for the safety of all spectators and
to keep the day running on time.
No strollers are allowed in the gym.
All cell phones must be on silent.
The first row of seating is reserved for those with physical disabilities and their families.
Recording equipment, including using a cell phone, is NOT allowed. Anyone caught will be
immediately removed.
Flash photography is a safety hazard for our Athletes; therefore no flash photography is
allowed.
No signs larger than 11X14 inches or obnoxious noise makers will be allowed into the
competition (this includes but is not limited to bull horns and sirens).
Contact with the judges by any spectators is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
Entrance to the performance will be allowed ONLY between performances.
No spectators are allowed on the performance floor at any time.
No gifts are to be presented on the performance floor at any time.

Anyone who is in violation of these rules will be removed and no re-entry or refund will be granted.
ENTRANCE FEE: $10.00 for adult

$5.00 for children 4-10

CONCESSIONS: Will be available throughout the day.
FLOWERS:

Willowbrook Cheer and Pom will be selling flowers across from the gym entrance.

CHEERGRAMS: Willowbrook Cheer and Pom will be offering Cheergrams. We will be limiting this to
20 per team. Please note that the rule is a BGYFL rule to ensure the performances stay
on time. Any disrespect to the high school athlete is strictly prohibited!
SPIRIT WEAR: Coaches or team moms will pick up pre-orders and distribute them to the girls who
placed a pre-order. A limited quantity will be on sale (for cash or check only) during
the competition.
T-Shirts - $20.00
Hoodies - $30.00

VIDEO:

Masterview will be recording all performances. Videos are available at the
competition: $30.00 1st session
$35.00 2nd session (2 DVD’s)
$30.00 3rd
session

PHOTO’S:

Team photo’s will be taken by Tom Killoran and will be available to purchase for
$20.00 (Panoramic view)

VENDORS:

There will be a wide variety of vendors in the main entrance and cafeteria throughout
the day. The vendors contribute to making our day a success so please consider doing
some shopping during the down time.

